## Worker and Asset Tracking – RFID Integration

### Tracking workers and assets anywhere

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Proposition</th>
<th>How it works</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **NO TOUCH SITE ACCESS & TRACKING OF ASSETS** | - Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) solution fully integrated with Damstra Workforce, Access Control and Asset Management  
- Readers are arranged to detect tags entering, leaving and moving between zones  
- Determines location of all tags within a zone  
- Tags are monitored by readers and antennas, mounted as required  
- Interconnected by daisy chains Cat5/Cat 6 or fibre optic cable to a gateway/interface  
- Additional redundancy through a point-to-point wireless network  
- Battery backup if other infrastructure is compromised | - Worker Tag  
- Asset Tag  
- Receiver |
| **INTEGRATED WORKER AND PLANT TRACKING** | - Plant and Vehicle site access without the driver swiping a card  
- Movement of plant tracked on site  
- Tracking movement of workers and plant onsite  
- between predetermined zones with extreme accuracy | |